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Abstract

Virus binding to a surface causes stress of the virus cage near the contact area. Here we inves-

tigate the potential role of substrate-induced structural perturbation in the mechanical response

of virus particles to adsorption. This is particularly relevant to the broad category of viruses sta-

bilized by weak, non-covalent interactions. We utilize atomic force microscopy to measure height

distributions of brome mosaic virus upon adsorption from solution on atomically flat substrates

and present a continuum model that captures our observations and provides estimates of elastic

properties and of the interfacial energy of the virus, without recourse to indentation.
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The problem of how adhesion of a deformable object to a surface is driven by interfa-

cial energy and opposed by elasticity is at the center of modern contact mechanics[1] and

instances of it can be found in variety of settings, including biophysical phenomena. For

example, cell membranes are naturally impermeable to virus particles. For viruses to cross

plasma, endosomal or nuclear membranes, the virus-cell interface has to change drastically

after virus adsorption[2]. This is often done in a system-specific manner[3, 4]. Neverthe-

less, before specific transformations to take place, virus particles must stick at the apical

cell surface via generic interactions, e.g., hydrophobic or electrostatic[5]. Could this initial,

random binding event already perturb the mechanochemistry of the virus particle in a way

that would prime it for the next sequence in the entry process? Gao et al. have suggested

a model for the clathrin-independent endocytosis mechanism by which interactions between

ligands fixed on the particle surface and free receptors on the plasma membrane would result

in bringing more of the membrane into contact with the particle, which in turn would lead to

the particle being eventually engulfed by the plasma membrane[6]. This receptor-mediated

wrapping mechanism model was revisited to allow particles to deform under the influence of

adhesion to the flexible membrane surface, which materialized in a potentially strong effect

of particle contact mechanics on the cellular uptake[7]. Furthermore, more recent experi-

mental studies provided indication that, at least in certain cases, virus stiffness may regulate

entry[8].

In contact mechanics of small soft-material particles, solid surface tension is believed

to dominate elasticity[9]. At the same time, while virus deformation upon adsorption on

substrates for atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been occasionally observed[10–14], it

has not been studied in detail, and contributions of solid surface tension have not been

investigated. Here we report on a case study aiming to determine quantitatively how virus

mechanics responds to virus adsorption to a surface. We find that a small icosahedral plant

virus, the brome mosaic virus (BMV), will bind to atomically flat surfaces predominantly

in one orientation, and that, in order to achieve this preferred orientation, it will deform

mainly at the contact interface. Indentation experiments suggest that the spring constant

of the virus remains largely unaffected by the local substrate-induced deformation. In other

words, local stresses due to surface binding and distortion do not seem to propagate to

the top, where the measurement is done. Furthermore, with the aid of an elastic model

including surface tension contributions, we show how the distribution of particle heights on
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the substrate can inform on the magnitudes of elastic moduli and of the contact surface

energy, without recourse to indentation experiments.

Viruses are obligated biological systems much smaller than cells, but still composed of

hundreds to tens of thousands of molecules working together. A complete understanding of

their dynamic properties requires a unifying framework including contributions from scale-

dependent and scale-independent phenomena[15]. In recent years, studies of virus mechanics

under the influence of an external perturbation have begun to shed light on how energy

flows between the different degrees of freedom of these complex molecular assemblies. For

instance, osmotic pressure assays have provided new clues on how chemical energy is trans-

formed into mechanical energy for phage genome injection[16] and single molecule pulling

experiments with optical tweezers have helped elucidating the mechanisms of phage genome

packaging[17–19].

In the category of in singulo methods based on mechanical force application, AFM

indentation[20] has allowed the measurement of virus and protein cage deformation un-

der uniaxial load[21, 22], and of the relationship between virus mechanics and chemistry,

which includes contributions from environmental factors[23], and from the nucleic acid

cargo[20, 24–26].

In AFM, for sufficient imaging resolution and to perform reproducible indentation ex-

periments, particles have to be immobilized strongly enough to resist lateral forces exerted

by the probe[27]. Non-contact AFM imaging is generally considered as being the least

intrusive[28–30]. Even then, while mean forces during imaging are usually below 0.1 nN,

peak force estimates in “tapping” mode can exceed 0.1 nN (albeit for only ∼1 ms per

pixel)[31]. Such forces require either virus immobilization in a crystalline lattice[32], or

strong adhesion forces between virus and substrate when probing single viruses. It is for

this reason that, in practice, substrates are usually prepared by coating with ligands apt at

binding virus particles[33, 34].

Upon adsorption, an equilibrium is established between external adhesion forces and the

cohesive interactions within the virus. While adhesion-induced deformation was observed

before[10–13], very little is actually known about this equilibrium. How does the balance

between adhesion and mechanical stresses affect particle shape? How large is the adhesion

area at equilibrium? What is the magnitude of surface energy? Does surface adhesion

result in local structural perturbations that propagate through the virus lattice up to the
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top, at the indentation area? This study takes on addressing such questions on one of the

most-studied virus systems adsorbed on chemically well-defined, atomically flat substrates.

BMV was the first virus imaged by AFM at capsomeric resolution[35]. It is an established

model[36] for small (+) single–stranded RNA icosahedral viruses, the most plentiful viruses

on this planet[37]. BMV has a non-enveloped capsid formed from 180 copies of the same

coat protein (CP), organized in a T=3 lattice with an average outer diameter of 284 Å[38].

The outer surface of the BMV capsid is studded with hydrophobic patches surrounded by

polar residues (Fig. SI-1) and thus, BMV readily adsorbs on both hydrophobic surfaces and

polar surfaces.

In this work, we study maximum particle height distributions measured by AC-mode

AFM onto atomically flat surfaces of two materials: highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite

(HOPG), and mica. The idea is that adhesion forces will tend to maximize the contact

area by locally flattening the virus at the contact point. Assuming that, for small pertur-

bations, the part of the virus particle in contact with the liquid behaves approximately as

an elastic shell[21], an increase in contact area can be accomplished at the energetic cost of

bending the shell and of forming a rim, which we define as the locus where the fluid, the

substrate, and the outer surface of the shell meet. As a result, the maximum height of the

virus over the surface support changes upon adsorption. Since measuring height is done rela-

tive to the substrate, it was beneficial to utilize atomically flat and chemically homogeneous

substrates for this work, as opposed to the rougher, functionalized etched glass substrates

sometimes used in indentation experiments, in particular for BMV and its close relative cow-

pea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV)[34, 39, 40]. Chemically homogeneous substrates such as

HOPG and mica minimize inhomogeneous broadening of the adhesive interaction strength.

Height measurements can be affected not only by substrate roughness, but also by virus

shell anisotropy. For BMV, the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) from a spherical surface

is ∼ 20Å[41]. Since the measurement is made top-down, it is important to record virus

particle orientation relative to the substrate. Imaging at the experimental conditions re-

ported here (see Supporting Information) leads to sufficient lateral resolution (Fig. SI-2) to

distinguish not only broad icosahedral symmetry features, but individual capsomers on the

virus surface, Fig. 1A. In these conditions, we find orientational bias on both substrates.

Among particles of sufficient resolution for orientation determination, the most frequent

orientation is with a three-fold axis normal to the substrate (∼ 70% of a total of 38 par-
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ticles with sufficient resolution to be unambiguously analyzed), as shown in Fig. 1D and

E. Note that, in subsequent experimental runs (using one tip) we either resolve capsomer

arrangement on most of the particles or on none of them, which suggests that obtaining

spatial resolution is mainly determined by probe sharpness and not by particle character-

istics. Moreover, if particles were adsorbed with random orientation, one would expect the

three-fold axis orientation to be observed less often. Early work on cowpea chlorotic mottle

virus done on KOH etched glass and silanized glass found random capsid orientations, in

contrast with our findings[20]. The difference may come from the fact that etched glass

is more rough and chemically heterogeneous. As a consequence, particles may bind upon

landing with an enhanced initial contact area, and hence with stronger initial adhesion and

little subsequent reorientation. The situation is likely different on atomically flat, chemically

homogenous surfaces, where an initial small contact would in general require reorientation

to avoid desorption. Orientational selection could come from the most exposed areas on the

virus surface having a pronounced hydrophobic character and affinity for nonpolar surfaces

such as HOPG, Fig. SI-1. Moreover, anionic residue patches bordering these areas may

bind to divalent cations (such as Mg(II) present in buffer solution) and adsorbed on the

mica surface[42].

When a single orientation dominates, one would expect a narrow distribution of maximum

heights on the substrate, corresponding to that orientation. However, measurement of BMV

maximum heights on HOPG and mica show that on both substrates, height histograms peak

at values 3-4 nm below the nominal 28.4 nm for BMV, Fig. SI-3 a). Moreover, histograms are

asymmetric, with the longer tail extending towards lower heights, while the greater heights

wing ends abruptly in the vicinity of the nominal BMV diameter. Height distribution peak

position and peak width depend on the substrate, suggesting a chemical effect. Note that a

small (5 Å) correction to the apparent height values was made to account for compression

under the imaging force (Supporting Information)[34].

Lower heights than the nominal diameter suggest particle deformation upon adhesion,

Fig. SI-3 b). Since BMV particles have elastic constants of ∼ 0.2 N/m, the compression force

that would have to act on the virus to obtain a deformation associated with the observed

drop in height of ∼3-4 nm, is ∼ 500 (mica) to 600 pN (HOPG). Flattening is overall stronger

on HOPG than mica. Notably, resolution is also higher on HOPG, Fig. 1, which may be

due to the stronger grip by HOPG and thus, smaller positional fluctuations under imaging.
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This value gives an order of magnitude estimate of substrate-induced interactions at work.

Interestingly, buckling forces are not very far (800-1000 pN) from this value, but this is not

very surprising as recent work showed that the stiff particles of the adeno-associated virus

can be partially crushed by adsorption on a hydrophobic substrate[14].

An analytical model was setup that captures in a formal, albeit heuristic way, the inter-

play between elastic properties, capsid deformation, and adhesion. The model is inspired

by the Helfrich treatment of the elastic properties of lipid bilayers[43], but with significant

differences as a viral shell is a different object than a lipid vesicle. A specific assumption

is made that, upon landing on a surface, adhesion can increase by local deformation and

formation of a flat contact area (base) with circular symmetry, Fig. SI-4. In other words,

there is a sharp boundary or fracture between the flat surface base and the spherical cap,

in solution. We opted for this geometry instead of the one assuming continuous deforma-

tion of membrane vesicles adsorbed on a surface[44] because, due to the discrete nature of

shell subunits, line fracture rather than continuous deformation is a reasonable assumption.

Moreover, a continuously-deformed particle should become pre-stressed by adsorption and

presumably, as a consequence, show changes in apparent stiffness, a situation which, as we

will see later, we do not observe. Finally, a continuously deformed particle having a smooth

surface has zero contributions to the elastic energy from the Gaussian curvature, which, as

we shall see, would lead to unrealistic values for material constants.

Area stretching/compression would imply deformation of the proteins and/or increase

in capsomeric surface-to-surface distances. Both processes are expensive, the latter on ac-

count of the short-ranged nature of the interactions[45]. Attempts to fit the data including

an area stretching/compression term indicated that contributions from net area stretch-

ing/compression could be neglected. Area conservation upon deformation is thus assumed,

which leads to a relationship between height and the cap radius: a =
√

(4r20 − h2)/2, where

r0 is the initial particle radius, and h is the height on the surface after binding and defor-

mation (Fig. SI-4). The spherical cap radius then obeys (Fig. SI-4): r = (4r20 + h2)/4h.

The total energy is partitioned into contributions from the bending and Gauss energies, as

well as a surface energy associated with the contact area, and a line or rim energy associated

with the contact perimeter. The total energy is (see Supporting Information):

F =
1

2
κ
(

2

r
− 2

r0

)2

2πrh+ 2πκG
h

r
− γπa2 + τ2πa, (1)
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where κ is the bending modulus, κG is the Gauss modulus, γ is the surface energy, and τ is

the rim energy.

Within the thin shell approximation, the Gauss and bending moduli are related via

Poisson’s ratio[46]: κG = κ(ν − 1). For small icosahedral ssRNA viruses, ν ≈ 0.3 − 0.4[20,

26, 47]. Here we take the value ν = 0.3. The free energy change upon adsorption can be then

written as a sole function of the reduced height, H = h/2r0. Parameters κ, κG, γ, and τ

can be then in principle found from fitting experimental data with a Boltzmann distribution

derived from the free energy as a function of H (eq. 1).

We attempted to fit the data without the Gaussian term and in the presence of stretching

energy. When we remove the Gauss term, we obtain a substrate-dependent bending modulus,

which should have been a property determined by the nature of the virus rather than the

underlying surface. Furthermore, unreasonably high values for the bending modulus were

observed in this instance (see Supporting Information). The expression given in Eq. 1 is the

simplest equation with which we are able to fit the experimental data.

It is important to note that the Gauss term would have a vanishing contribution on a

continuous surface topologically equivalent to a sphere[44]. Since no Gauss term yielded

unrealistic results, we made the assumption that, unlike for vesicles, in our case the surface

is not differentiable everywhere, and hence the Gauss term does contribute to the total free

energy change. If we keep the Gauss term, then our data could be fitted using same values

for the bending modulus on different substrates. The fitting results and parameters for

these conditions are summarized in Fig. 2 and Table SI-1. As discussed in the following,

parameter values agree well with those previously reported by other methods.

Since the bending of a shell involves compression of the inner surface and extension of

the outer surface, the bending modulus, κ, is related to the stretching modulus, κs, through

κ = κs · w2/α, where: w is the shell thickness, and α = 12, 24, or 48 depending on the

shell model (12 for a uniform plate[46], 24 for a polymer brush[48], 48 for a two-leaflet

structure[49]). For virus capsids, α = 12 has been previously used[50–52], which in our

case leads to κs ≈ 43 kBT/nm
2. In an examination of the low-frequency modes of a very

similar virus to BMV, the chlorotic cowpea mosaic virus (CCMV), May et al. calculated,

in the context of a spherical harmonic basis set, κs values for the l = 0 and l = 1 modes

at 81 kBT/nm
2 and 60 kBT/nm

2, respectively[53]. Note that while in AFM indentation

experiments the l = 1 is the dominating mode, both l = 0 and l = 1 modes are likely to
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be required in order to describe deformation in our case. Thus, estimates for the bending

modulus from the particle height data lead to comparable values with those previously

reported from similar systems.

From the relation between the particle height, initial radius and radius of the flat part of

the adsorbed virus, we can find the base area that corresponds to the most probable particle

height. The base radius for HOPG is ≈ 9 nm and the corresponding base area is ≈ 250

nm2. Creating the base lowers the particle energy by ≈ 40 kBT with a rim contribution

of ≈ 5 kBT . Note that different contributions dominate at different height ranges. For

instance, the rim contribution dominates when the contact area is small. Populations at

h ≈ 2r0 are determined by the magnitude (and sign) of τ . More specifically, a barrier to

adsorption would occur if τ is positive (see Fig. SI-5). Such seems to be the case on HOPG,

but not on mica (see Table SI-1).

As area conservation is assumed, it is not necessary to include a stretching term in our

model. However, to verify how reliable this assumption is, we relaxed the constant area

constraint (see Supporting Information for details). This necessitates the introduction of a

stretching term in the free energy expression in order to account for the energy cost associated

with any changes in the surface area. For simplicity, uniform stretching was assumed for

the entire shell and the stretching modulus, κs, was related to bending modulus as we have

seen above. Fitting of the height histogram with the relaxed area constraint leads to a

total surface area decrease for both HOPG and mica substrates. Still, the bending modulus

showed negligible change. These results suggest that the contribution from stretching is

minimal and that the assumption of constant surface area is reasonable.

Together, our findings on the orientation bias and the estimates for the contact area

suggest a possible mechanism for adsorption. We have seen that the most probable orien-

tation on HOPG and mica is with a 3-fold axis normal to the substrate. Considering the

magnitude of the radius for the contact area, pentamers should be located on its circumfer-

ence, i.e., touching the substrate. Keeping in mind that previous indentation experiments

suggest compression to occur more readily along a 3-fold than along a 5-fold axis[52] and

that hexameric interfaces are thought to fail more readily than pentameric ones[54, 55], we

propose that the main displacement upon adsorption occurs along the three-fold axis, with

the hexamer at the center radially shifting its position from the surface towards the particle

center, and with the stiffer pentamers acting as a stabilizing tripod. As the interfacial area
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grows, a point is reached where the cost of continuing the flattening of the shell is greater

than the energy drop due to adhesion, at which point the virus shell is stabilized.

It is worth noting that, normal mode analysis of the mechanical properties of icosahedral

virus capsids[56] predicts pentamers to have greater propensity to move freely. However,

continuum approaches based on elastic theory predict in certain cases the opposite, i.e.,

pentamers being stiffer than hexamers[57]. The latter is valid for large ratios between elastic

and bending energy contributions, for large viruses and when spontaneous curvature effects

can be neglected[58]. It would be interesting to see how inclusion of substrate effects might

affect these analyses. In any case, our experiments seem to support a scenario with stiffer

pentamers, at least for BMV.

An issue of practical importance from a measurement perspective, is whether interactions

at the substrate-virus interface affect readings of the virus stiffness in AFM indentation ex-

periments. We have performed AFM indentation on BMV adsorbed on HOPG in buffer

solution (see Supporting Information for experimental details) and plotted the elastic con-

stants as a function of particle height. Within the framework of the proposed model, the

smaller the height, the larger the virus-substrate interaction. Do particle height and elastic

constants correlate? As expected, the joint histogram presented in Fig. SI-5 suggests that,

within the experimental uncertainty, this is not the case. The particle height varied inde-

pendently of the measured elastic constant Kv, which remained constant at 0.20±0.06 N/m.

Interestingly, this would also be expected within the framework of thin shell theory[45]. Note

that, for the simple thin shell model, the elastic constant Kv is proportional to the Young’s

modulus, which in turn is directly proportional to the bending modulus κ. To avoid inho-

mogeneous broadening of Kv in this experiment, and keep experimental uncertainty low, we

produced a nearly homogeneous BMV virion population containing mainly a subset of the

viral genome (∼90% of RNA3/4) via an engineered Agrobacterium expression system[59].

Moreover, natural variation in the average radius of the virus particle (from cryo-electron

microscopy measurements) is ∼1 nm, much smaller than the deviations measured here.

In conclusion, we have utilized AFM imaging in solution on flat, chemically homogeneous

substrates to show that orientation and height of viruses adsorbed on a substrate depend

on the virus-substrate interaction. BMV appears to adsorb preferentially with a three-fold

axis parallel to the surface normal. Local deformation, measurable as a change in virus

height ensues as elastic and adhesive forces equilibrate. A simple model fitting experimental
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data suggests that interfacial energies of tens of kBT accompany the encounter of BMV

with both charged and nonpolar model substrates. As we used the simplest possible free

energy to obtain insights into the contribution of different elastic energies, our model is

highly approximate, and it cannot reproduce the long tail in the distribution. The long

tail includes particles that have been most flattened upon interaction with the substrate,

i.e. particles for which contact mechanics is presumably non-linear and scale-dependent.

Further investigations are required. However, local deformation at the contact area does

not change the apparent elastic constant as measured by AFM indentation, which suggests

that curvature elastic stress does not change upon adsorption. Since it appears that virus

orientation and deformation at the surface stabilize interfacial interactions, an interesting

question that might be raised is that of anisotropic deformability as yet another biologically

beneficial facet of icosahedral symmetry in viruses.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. A) AFM images of BMV particles adsorbed on HOPG and mica at sufficient

resolution to distinguish broad morphological features from a single capsomer ∼ 6 nm in

size. Scale bars: 10 nm. B) Orientations of model icosahedra that correspond to virus

particle orientations in (A). C-D) Distribution of surface normal directions estimated from

single measurements and represented as colored lines mapped onto the icosahedron and onto

the BMV molecular model (HOPG: green, N = 17 particles; mica: blue, N = 21 particles).

Note: minimum spacing between bars does not represent the actual resolution in estimating

capsid orientation; the angular uncertainty is approximately 5◦ (see Supporting Information

for methods, which includes Refs. [34, 60–64].).

Figure 2. Model fit of the particle height distribution on HOPG (A) and mica (B)

plotted with respect to particle height (top axis) and reduced height (bottom axis). At close
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to nominal heights (H = 1) contact area is minimal and likelihood of desorption increased,

thus populations are low. At smaller heights, adhesion comes at the cost of structural

perturbation, modeled here as elastic.
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